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Who uses the agents' Web pages?
What type of informion are they
seeking? How do the agents
market their services?

Subscription agents use the Internet in two broad ways - to promote
themselves and their services, and to promote titles. In the course
of research for this paper I have visited a number of agents' and
publishers' Web pages, and many of them are undoubtedly
attractive and even useful. The Web is of course a much better
medium for marketing than Telnet and everything that went before
it. Compared with the early days of the WWW we now have faster
communications and processors, better browsers and cleverer pages
and links. However, we have to recognise that in a very short time
current technology and our use of it is going to look as outmoded
and clumsy as Telnet applications now do.
The right audience
Nevertheless what publishers and agents are doing now does
mostly look good. But for marketing purposes even the most
brilliantly clever and attractive home page is useless unless the
right people visit it in the right context. This is where agents have
the edge, even for marketing titles. The esoteric, not to say boring,
nature of their role as far as the outside world is concerned means
their pages are seldom visited by casual Web surfers. Those who
come to agents' pages are primarily serials and subject librarians,
and this is the right audience, the people with collection
development and management responsibility. Their job is to
recommend, select and order titles. When agents and booksellers
sell their services to libraries, they promote themselves to the
collection development function as well as to those involved
primarily in acquisitions and serials positions. Their aim naturally
is to try to become an integral part of the selection process. Their
advantage is that they are able to present individual selectors with
comprehensive coverage of titles in their profiled area of interest.
Meanwhile serials librarians are constantly visiting agents' Web
pages in the course of their daily routines, with claims, queries
about holdings and so on.
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Marketing of services
Primarily of course agents' objectives are to market themselves and
their services to their customers, current and prospective. More
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and more the Internet is being used as a
promotion tool, just as the services themselves are
based on it.
Agents' Web services offer:
- title database - searched either for more
information about a specific title, or for titles
on a particular subject, from an individual
country etc;

-

current information on the status of holdings;
claims - the tedious and expensive function
where agents earn their gross margin; but at
least the Web helps reduce unnecessary
claims because it enables the deployment of
information about dispatch dates, gleaned
from publishers or from the agents' own
consolidationprocess;

-

orders (of course) and cancellations
(unfortunately).

Beyond the basics other typical services
marketed and deployed on the Internet include:
-

-

-

backset provision - several agents offer their
own stock or that of specialists with whom
they work;
missing issue replacement - some agents
provide a free service to customers, usually
using extra copies coming into their
consolidationoperations;
price histories and price predictions - often the
basic ingredients for bulletin board debate
about perceived atrocities and the
imponderabilities of currency fluctuations.

Finally, agents' consolidation services make full
use of the Web, to provide total information about
the state of their issues to the increasing number of
sophisticated libraries now using this facility.
Formerly, most consolidation was for libraries in
the more distant parts of the world to which postal
services were unreliable. Now the growth in the
function is driven by libraries' search for economy
and efficiency and the trend towards outsourcing
everything possible.

-

Marketing of titles directly
Some of the processes by which agents promote
individual titles on the Web are very direct, and
some of the publishers' marketing budget which
used to go into agents' printed catalogues and
newsletters now pays for advertisements on
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agents' Web pages. Sometimes these appear as
bluntly on the Internet as they do on paper, but
there are experiments with context sensitive
advertising - that is introducing the plug to
someone who is already browsing related
material. Done properly this can be both discreet,
and useful for the browser.
New title announcements and special offers are
routinely carried at the front of agents' pages.
Even more effective is the process, which has been
long established among booksellers, of
establishing a detailed profile of an individual's
subject interests and providing notification of new
titles within them. This service is easily translated
to serials and to the Web.
Agents' databases or catalogues are in
themselves a fairly direct marketing tool, and are
designed to make it easy to identify titles with
specific characteristics. Often, and especially for
new titles, links are provided to publishers' home
pages for more information, sample articles, tables
of contents and demonstrations for electronic
products. Some CDROM demonstrations are
mounted on agents' own servers to cut out the
delay and effort which is often involved when
linking to another site.
Marketing of titles - indirectly
Some of the other facilities which agents provide
via the Internet also serve, at the very least, to
draw specific journals to potential users' attention.
Typical of these are indexing services covering all
significant articles published in a specific country
like Sweden. These can carry abstracts and are
searchable by subject or keywords.
Current awareness services from agents are an
extension of the profiled new title announcement
services noted earlier. Again full details of an
individual's subject interests are held, and
abstracts of relevant articles are made available
via the Jnternet - along with subscription details if
the title is not already being taken.
Agents are in a unique position as a
comprehensive clearing house for information and
administration between libraries and publishers.
This article aims to illustrate some of the ways in
which their use of the Internet brings benefits to
both. New technology enhances as much as it
challenges the role of the intermediary.

